Draft
Transcript of a Conversation with
MR. WHITNEY YOUNG - April 13, 1964

MR. WARRIN:

You were going to tell me about the history

of the Urban League in relation to its present function, is
that right?
MR. YOUNG:

Yes. The role of the-- the importance of

the Urban League, Mr. Warren, is only understood if one
recognizes at the outset that the solution to the problem of
race relations involves many courses of action, that this
is not a monolithic problem and there needs to be, therefore, a variety of activities.

The Urban Luague conceives

of itself as working towards the same goal, and that it
supplements and complements, the activities of all other
organizations, that we are the organization that will give
meaning to the slogans "Equal Opportunity" or "Freedom Now"
in that first-class citizenship is more than the removal
of barriers; it's more than the establishment of new laws,
it's more than the right to go into a restaurant or into
a neighborhood.

Also involved is the necessity to have the

resources in terms of qualification,

in terms of economics,

in order to take advantage of new opportunities.

So the

Urban League in this sense is the-- we are the social engineers, we are the strategists, we are the planners, we are
the people who work at the level of policy-making, policy
implementation, the highest echelons of the corporate community, the highest echelons of the governmental comnunity both at the federal, state and local level - the highest
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echelons of the l.abor movement.

Zn terts of the-- providing

them with the necessary f'acts, we do the research.

We're

You 'd have to understand that the

the professional arm.

Urbanu League, unlike the other organizationw, is a professional organization.

We have some 525 full-time sta£P

--

350 of theme are professional. people with their master's
degrees and over,-- worming full time in somae 65 commaunities
around the country where 85 per cent 01' the iY~z ,ux aa urban
Negro population lives.

We have some 13 leagues in the

South, and 52 in the North, all in urban cities each of these
orgaizations, affiliates, like the National B~oar'd, must,
under its constitution, b8 interracial, and increasingly
the staff reflects that same philosophy.

B3ut the boards

throughout the country are composed about 5 0-50 of responsible
white and Negro citizens who meet on a mtonthly, even everyother-weed: basis, in Order to discuss and to resolve somes
of the basic problems .
MR. 'WARREN:

This leads us to a fundamsental differenc

between your organization and some others, and between your
philosophy and some other philosophies, on these matters.
Let me read you Just a quote.

AMy Z?

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

lMR. WARREBN:

It's a question with relation to the white

man.

This is a sum~y in a forthcoming book on race

relations.

I'll read the quote from it and we'll aee if it

makes sense, whether it mtakes sense or no.

"In Baldwin,
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James Baldwin's 'Cosmology,' in facts

"There seems to be

no decent white of any sort and no way a white man can prove
his decency.

If you are hostile you're a racist; if you

express friendship or sympathy you're . . . .
a par for the course of innocence.

If

. .

a liberal,

you commit yourself

to action this merely proves you're condescending towards
the Negro, to purge your own conscience."

Well-- you see

the line.
MR. YOUNG:
differ.

Yes,

I see the line, and my analysis would

Besides that, first of all I think that neither

white people nor Negro people have any monopoly on virtue
or on vices.

My analogy of this situation is that the

present plight of Negro citizens-- and that plight is realy
a very serious one -- results not so much from historic
ill will or good will, but actually what we've had in our
society is about ten per cent of white Americans who have
been actively concerned and who have been actively working
toward integration, about ten per cent who have been
actively resistant, who have worked to preserve the status

quo, or to even send the Negro back to Africa.

But about

eighty per cent of white Americans have been largely indifferent.

This has been active apathy, active indifference,

so it hasn't been ill will or good will; it's been no will
that is largely responsible.

This is characteristic of

Americans. We tend to focus on the pleasant and the beau-

tiful and the gay, and to push in the subconscious that that

is ugly and unpleasant, particularly if we feel some

responsibility for it. So what's happened largely is that
white Americans have ignored the Negro; they've not taken the
Negro seriously, they've driven around the slums, they
keep their heads buried in The Wall Street Journal as a commuter train stops at 125th Street.
it seems to ae,

This is a significanoe,

or the Negro revolution, say or '63, is

that all America was

Th~z

forced to look at the Negro,

there was a confrontation for the first point in the lives
of many people, and this is where '6)4 becomes a year of
decision-making.

We have assumed up till now that good

racial relations meant the absence of tension and conflict,
and not the presence of justice and equal opportunity. I
don't think that anybody can generalize about all whites
being this or all Negroes being this.

Obviously, now that

we are confronted, many white people find themselves out
of rear and insecurity and ignorance, identifying themselves
more with the racists -- they'll not vote for

allace.

But I think, increasingly, white America, when it's confronted with the grim realities, with the tragic consequences
diP
of their ix~terence, with the threats to their way of life,
with the inhumane kind of consequences that result from
indifference in considering race relations as a spectator
sport, will find themselves on the right side.

But I'm

not distressed by the unrest, by the tension, by the contliotj I think this in many ways is healthy, because it's
bringing the real attitudes and feelings to the surface
where we can deal with them.

It's like a boil.

You nakn

j.1*

a deoision about whether you put a Bandaid over it and act
like it doesn't exist, or whether you lance it. Temporarily
it doesn't look good, but this is the only way of getting
at the roots and bringing about some change.

Hiatorioally,

Americans have only reacted to crisis, and they've fixed
a bridge when it fell in, or they-- there was an accident
at the corner and they put up a stoplight.
MR. WARREN:

Taking that two ways at this point, in the

past, at least there's one historical theory that says this,
Negro% gains have come as byproducts of national crises
of one kind or another, but this brings on now in the last
few years, a great drive on the part of Negroes to separate
the present (quotes) revolution or movement or whatever we
should call it,

MR. YOUNG:

from this byproduct status in history.
I wouldn't say this entirely.

I think we

can attribute this heightened impatience, this accelerated
kind of aspiration of the Negro directly to a number of
historical forces.

I think we can attribute it directly,

in part, to the mobility of Negroes as made necessary by
Worle War II when Negroes were taken out of the South and
for the first time in their lives they travelled throughout
the world, they saw how-- they got a taste of freedom, a
taste of'what it meant to be a man, they found out that
their lives did not have to be lived in misery and abuse.
I think the increased and perfected system of conmmunications which immediately threw on the screen what was
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happening throughout the world; I think the increased education or Negroes, I thi.nk the Cold War, the competition
between Amnerica and Russia, America attempting to prove
more 3World leadership was Forced to commit itself publicly

over and over to a certain concept of' democracy and Freedom, that did not go unheard by the msses of Negro people.
I think the emergence of African nati.ons into independence
and their subsequent receptions in America by the highest
government officials, their appearance on television
frequently at the U.N., gave to Negroes a new sense or
destiny, a new sense of pride in race.

It msade thean shake

off! their-- any feeli ngs of inferi.ority. This, I think,
all led up to, say, the incident in Montgomery with Mrs.
Rhoda Park, where she eat on the bus for reasons even she
cannot tell you nowr.

In Montgomery,

~up t0 Tuskegee,

the sit-ins, 8 direct result of the inability of' the power

structure to absorb the increasing number of' intelligent
Negroes.

As long as it could absorb them into dependent

positions they could control them and have them, but you
began to get more, and-- but I don't think this can be
separated from certain larger forces that were at work in
the total society that contributed.
MR. WARREN:

There are a lot of ideas that come in

here, and I'mn going to hark back to the question we started
with.

It's the conception among Negroes, or oonceptions--

I'm not sure there's not one of the role of the wvhite man,
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in this matter.

ws have all aorta of pronorunaeante, you

see, of course like Liss Banaberry who, as you knowr, with
the burning house, dismissed this middle-class American
civilization, andl do what with it after that, you ees. Or
or'BaJdwin's
a Black Iuaslim view itaca±±xh
statements or the statement
you know of Farewrell to Liberals

--

all of thee®. You're--

in a special position beoaae your organization has be
coiniitted to a cooperation of a epeoial kind even more
positively than under NAACP, and this puts you in a oruoial
position-- your organization in a crucal

position about

at can the white man find to relate to in terms of' thisP
MR. YOUNG:~

I wean this is a very. basin question.

Let

ale say--

MR?. WARR EN:

It 's a basic question.

NR. YOUNG:

Yes.

Let nee say first that it is quits true

that the lNegro today no longer conceives o£ his goal in life
a simply a replication of that wvhite society, that he is
at thin point viewoing a bit more discriminately white
America as to whether or not this, in Coto, is what he wrants

to adopt as the best way of 1if0.

die is conoeiving of' inte-

gration now, more as a synthesis rather than as a complete
dropping or all that is Negro and the adoption of all that

is whiite.

What he's saying, in effect, is that all that is

white is not good 1 it oouldn't be good, or else wae wouldn' t
have been kept in slavery and suppressed all these years
that there must be rse Wore bankruptcy here somswrhere, there
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must be sae value orientations that are not proper and good.

He said that I think that I can bring something to a new
society even though I-technological knowhow,

I cannot bring, certainly a superior
certainly I can't bring the money, I

can't bring in many cases the same level of education, but
out of suffering one develops something that goes beyond

dust jazz and music.

One develops compassion, one develops

a humanenes, one develops a-- certainly the Negro has
developed a tolerance, a patience, that maybe the larger
society can use.
compassion.

Maybe Qeneral Motors can use some of our

And what we're saying is,

MR. WARREN:

Don't be a dreamer.

MR. YOUNG;

Yes.

What we're

is that we--

aying is that we would

really like to-- well, first of all we don't like the implication that what is black is bad and what is white-- Negro
is bad and the only way to be right is to be white.
M+R. WARREN:

May I tell you now?

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

MR. WARRE$N:

Black equals bad; white equals good.

Now--

I

talked that long ago with a very distinguished Negro lawyer
who said to me in a burst of passion:

"I've disciplined

myself now to retranslate the imagery, the symbolism of the
white world, the white values, the bright light, of learning
all the symebol.

I now reverse them.

that these symbolises are not American.

And then one rememabers
In African

you'll find the figure of being good with a white robe and

.
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the figur'e of sn evil woith a blak robed or

%in

chalked fae and a charcoaled inr theset urtters.

Chinese the
row/so it 's

Ilow horn does one deal with

not mrerely a cultural difference.
thin fact?
MR. YOUNG:

Well, I would say--

M[R. WARRBN:

How does a Negro deal with this tact and

say it's not a white man's trick, youa see

...

it's

perfectly si~gle.
MRl.YOUTH:

Yes, I would thinsk it's childish to reduce

this as a kind of' um~turity, to reduce this purely to-I'm going to reverse end call black good and white bad. I
white
think what we 're wsat concerned today about ia, is ut**ae
being a symbol not of' a rae but as a kind of" character and
value myitem, and a kind of amturity.

I think what we 're

fighting against isn't so imich making white bad as not making
black bad, andT what we are working toward is a society
where we borrow the-- we lift the positives out of both
cultures, reject the niegatives, and wre can find negatives
inbth cultures, and move toward a nett society that is msh

bj

han either of the old.

You see I have a theory

that with work and with thought, wye can-- it we eantehange
status-seeking and ift we ca stchange conformitty, at learnt
we can change the noris to which people are conforming, an~d
we can change the symrbols that represent statum; and instead
of exclusivenes sa it relates to a neighborhood or school
or bus, exclusivenes

being good, if we canh ahange that
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and make inclusiveness possible, we can somehow get people
to see that only the hopelessly insecure and inadequate

person needs to surround himself with sameness.
MR.

WARREN:

Don't you find the same problem among Negra®

about exclusive?
MR. YOUNG

But it's a different reason.

The Negro

who chooses-MR. WARREN:

Now let's say ......

MR. YOUNG:

The fact.

the fact.

And the Negro chooses or who will

say that he prefers to be in the all-Negro setting, either
housing or in his social company, is saying this out of a
fear that he will not be accepted in the other-- ano it's
a defense, where the white person is saying, "I want this
because I think it represents superiority and exclusiveness."
MR. WARREN:

Let's take it

then a little further.

When

Miss Hansberry or when Baldwin or when others say, "White
liberal, stay away; we are running this show," this is ex-

itclusive.

.Or . . "hite

man we don't want to integrate

with because he is for the Black Muslims,"or take it . .

. . .

as I've seen a lot quoted-MR. YOUNG:

I think this is unfortunate-

MR. WARRENs

It's true, though.

It's one element we

have to deal with it.
MR.

YOUNGs

You have to deal with it,

but one of the

tragedies in this whole civil rights struggle is the inability of the white person to distinguish leadership.

For
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example, any Negro wcho achieves a certain amount of popularit~y or prominence, wrhether it's a Cass8ius Clay or a
baseball player Willie 1Nays, he immediately, you see, when
he utters something about the race relations problem he ie
treated and thought of as an expert.
£411. W'ARRElNs

Like the white Southerner.

M
tR. YOUINO:

Yes.

The analogy to this was to askQ-

Priano Canera, or Tony Gallento, you know:
think about foreign policy.
Mickey Ma
Sntle.

What do you

Or to ask som-- you know,

I think we ought to keep ire perspective here,

that while Lorraine Haneberry in a very gifted playwright
and while Baldwin is a very gifted writer, these are not
people who either byr their experiences or by their training
or by their whole emotional orientation, are by any maeana
lea~ders off the Negro revolution.
describe it,

who react to it,

14sc They are people who

who write about it,

but who

themselves are not people equipped to suggest strategy, to
interpret the social. implications.

And again, it reflects

the lack of contact that the average wrhite person has.
The only Negroes that some white people know are the popular entertainers or writers or athletes, and so they're
pretty much a victim or beneficiary, as the case may be,

of that person's interpretation. It must be remembered that
when the struggle raa really hard and tough, I3aldwin
couldn 't take it.

Hes left the country; he wasn 't even here,

that many of these people who are now able to write about
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it,

make a wonderfu.

this leadership.

liv ing or. it,

but let's not confuse

You see Time Magazine made that mistake.

Baldwin should have been on the cover of' Time Magazine if
Time Magazine wra going to do a story on contemporary
American writers who are addressing themselves with somie
impact to the current American scene, buat instead they had
with- -

him on there, they were talking about the Negro revolution.
Well, then, you shou ld have possibly had a Roy Wilkins or
somebody, who-MR. WiARREN: WIho~( In his role as a writer has been tied to
his

.....

.

1MR. YOUNG:

work.

Yea, hbut this-- again, this only reaches

the intellectual kind of' white person, who is moved by thiis,
who has a great deal o.' guilt feelin

and ::hom Baldwin

kn~owa well, are in a masochistic kind of' mood of' miSnd whez
they don't Peel like they're going to do anything, but at
least they wrill permit them~sel;ves to be ridiculed and puni fished .

MR. WARRE N:

Now msochistic he means wrhite people or

Negroes now?
MR. YOUING:

White people.

Pardon me.

I think a xi It

deal of' the player-MR. WARREN:

Ian'rt there some o' that in Baldw in?

lie

talks about the gas chamber for the American Negro; isn 't
that maochiutic?
MR. YOUING:

No, I--

but m~y point is that a great deal

of the preoccupation of' the white prese, whether Malcolm X

or Mums
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or 3.uslim movement or Baldwin or Adam Fowell, is a kind of
guilt feeling, and saying well, beat me Daddy, you know
I'm willing to be punished, I

reel

guilty.

A couple-- of

course with Malcolm X and some or these others, it's-- many
white people are saying, unconsciously:

You know I'm sort

of symppathetic to this notion of separatism.

You take

the Muslius, for example, there's many a white person who's
irritated about the tension and the conflict, frightened
by the threats of integration or their neighborhoods and
all this, and along corea a man of philosophy who says,

"I don't want to integrate your schools.
integrade your neighborhoods.
your daughters.

I don't want to

I don't want to integrate

I'm going to get rid of crime and welfare,"

There's many a white person who subconscioumly says, "Look,
this isn't too bad an idea."
MR. WARRND:

Let's subsidize him,

MR. YOUNG:

Yes, see if we can't play this up. So

instead of talking about Whitney Young and his efforts to
integrate

.

.

let's play up the MEuslims.

But this

is very stupid, because the truth or the thing le, is that
there wouldn't be ten Negroe8 who would follow Malcolm X
to a separate state, even if America was going to give him
one and they aren't going to do that.

Africa doesn't want

our welfare load any more than New York wants a welfare
load; they aren't going to import them to Africa.

The

appeal that a lwslim has i" a kind of an opportunity for a
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Negro who's been beaten dorm all day, had to get a vicarious pleasure out of hearing somebody cuss out white people.
But Negroes-- this is not a serious-MR. WARREN:

Like the Ku Klux Klan in reverse,

MR. Y(XNOs

That's right, it's precisely-- it's

the

capitalizing on and exploitation at misery and despair and
hopelessness, and it's very easy to the demagogue--

MR. WARREN:

Is there one thing more-- back to DuBois,

for instance, his talk about the great split, in the
Amerian Negro's psyche, on one hand the pull toward Atrica,
the pull toward the

stical black

...

the pull

toward a special cultural heritage, that pull-- as opposed
to the pull, splitting in the other direction, to identify
with the Western European American tradition, the JudaicChristian tradition, even to be absorbed totally and lose
his blood identity in that tradition, in that race.

Now this

great split, for some this is a real live problem right
this minute, they tell me, at least.
MR. YOUNG:

It's probably more now than--

MR. WARREN:

...

MR. YOUNG:

It's probably more now than ever before.

MR. WARREN:

How does that-- how do you feel about that?

Personally, or

MnR. YOUNG:

is it more or is it not?

.

It's probably more a dilemma now than

before, because historically--
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MR. WIARRBN:

Now that 's very, interesting, than now,

that's very interesting.
MR. YOUNG:

Yes, you see, in the past, ten years ago

even fifteen years ago, Negroes made very little attempt
to identify with Af'rica.

There was no real effort.

fact they denied any real relationship.

In

It's been only in

more recent years, as Africa's come into independence, and
I think what 's working here ie not so muceh the
that's
conflict bettween retaining his black identity ase important,
all this.

f'or importance sake, as the f'eeling-- that unless we have
this kind of' group solidarity we won't achieve the other,
that this type off' solidarity has been practiced by every
other group in our society--

minority group

--

the Irish,

Italians, or the Irish, the Italians, the Catholics, Jew~ish
people did it,

and so the pull is more toward this as a

tactic, aesa survival technique than it is any basic, I
th.nk, conflict with do I want to worship the idols in
Tanganyika or do I want to worship Jesus Christi
think it'.--

I don't

you see t-he Negro basically has not this kind

of' histor'ioal. contact and relationship with Africa, he's
never been really that alos.
MR. WARREN:

He's cut off .

MR+.YOUNG:t

He's been cut offP, yes .

NR. WIAIRtEN:

This makes a difference.

The Question is

what kind o£' difference and how much of' a difference is the
real problem, isn't iti

MR. YOUNG:

Well, I think that the new pride in race
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is a very positive thing, because as long as a person Pelt
that his being a Negro made him inferior or made him an
objeot to be despised, then being a Negro was something he
couldn't help but subconsciously wish he wasn't.

Now

there is developing, as more Negroes attain their rights
and are recognized, and all this, as Africa has come up,
there is this new pride in race.

?My concern is-- is that

America ,cove quickly enough to reward the Negro, give him
hist Just rights, so that this pride will not degenerate
Into chauvinism and into a kind of' blind nationalism w~hich
'rtf'eels is necessary for Survival.

I think that the big

problem here now is to, as part of thte dilema that the
whaite liberal is faping, is that rwhat the Negro is saying
today to him is that you've had all the institutions in
our society and had an opportunity to do sooaethin6 about
our plight:
other group.
why.

the churcheS, the businesses, labor, every
But you haven't done it. Now I understand

The group who's offended, who's hurting, must cease

hurting.

So the Negro has assumedi the initiative, but

having assumed it, he feels that he will never again turn
it over to a1nybody

es, so that white people, if they

want to express their liberalism today, raust accept the
Pat that the Negro must lead or that the Negro will accept
him only as a peer.
MfR. WIARflBN;

The fellow

lmR. YOUNG:

That's right.

......

isn't always taken.
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MR. WARREN:

The Cellow that's negotiating, anyway.

MR. YOUNG:

That's right.

he must follow.

So that the-- and innay cases

Now what worries me is that most white

people spend their time today bemoaning the methods and
the tactics that Negroes are using, sitting around evaluating
what's good and what's bad and what's going to alienate and
all this.

Instead of saying, well, I donut like the sit-

ins or I don't like the blocking of traffic, so I'm going
to go on the Urban League's massive Marshall Plan to get
better housing and better education and better Jobs.
man
MR. WARREN: You mean that the white man is saying this.
MR. YOUNG:

The white man is spending more time con-

centrating on the inconveniences and the disturbances than
he is on the basic causes of the problem, to begin with:
the poverty, the one out of four who are out of work, the
one out of six who are in poor housing, the 500,000 Negro
kids between the ages of 16 and 21 who are out of work
and out of school.l.
MR. WARREN:

But you have to wonder about which are

you going to support, though.
MR. YOUNG:

I don't think I have to make this kind of

basic decision between eithep'or.
MR. WARREN:

Well, I mean this way.

I mean there are

clearly some people do, when it comes down to the traffic
blocking when the Fair opens up, or having a demonstration in the Fair or particularly in pavilions

.
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MR. YOUNG:

Oh, I'm going to make it.

MR. WARREN:

That's a problem of actual choice.

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

MR. WARREN:

In terms of policy for various people.

MR. YOUNG:

And uou'll find responsible Negro leadership.

On some things we have endorsed, other things we have not,
we certainly will not endorse.

WeJ11 take a public position

against the stall-in. On the other hand, we would not
oppose the picketing of the Maryland pavilion or the Mississippi pavillion inside the Fair. We have to make these
kind of choices, but if '63 did nothing else for us, it
said this:

that no longer can we generalize about our friends

and our enemies in this whole struggle.

In this-- in the

past we've said Northerners are liberal and Southerners are
bigot ed and management is bigoted and labor is limited.
We found, in 1960,, some of the most sophisticated and
brutal.bigots in the North and in labor than we ever found
in the South, among management, and we found the reverse was
also true.
MR. WARREN:

You should have asked me; I would have told

you, earlier.
MR. YOUNG:

Well, actually, I was disappointed but not

too surprised.

I knew that when the aiaup chips were really

down that we'd find a lot of these fair weather friends
would desert us.

As long as they could express their liberalism

in terms of indignation about a lynching in Mississippi, this
is one thing; when it came to moving next door to them this was
O.
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something entirely different.
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